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ABSTRACT
Nowadays, various image-based methods have been used in the area of monitoring. Whereas the precision of detection objects and real-time processing are the key issues for many applications. Considering the limitation of the working environment, the higher correctness and faster operating time can guarantee the work efficiency. In this paper, the image-based methods have been studied to monitoring the state of the flood in the real-time system. The performance of each image processing technique has been evaluated based on accuracy and processing time. In the flood monitoring system, the variation of important parameters can cause the change of performance and the effect of the variable parameters has been demonstrated from the experiment results. After comparing to the other image-based techniques, canny edge detection presents the best one, which also has better repeatability with the source image from different locations. Consequently, the improved canny edge detection method has been proved that can work very well on the real hardware in the outdoor environment.
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1. INTRODUCTION
As we all know, floods have a huge influence on people’s daily life. The flood often causes a loss of life. Additionally, it will destroy the buildings, pollute the drinking water, and damage the power transmission. It’s vital to monitor the state of the flood for saving life and minimizing the losses. There are many methods can be used for the flood monitoring, but in the literature review from the reference [1-9], the image-based methods: region growing, canny edge detection and normalized cuts are better than the others based on the achievability and timeliness. These image-based methods will be made a simulation on MATLAB in the beginning and the method which has the best performance will be kept and improved. The improved method is our proposed method, which will be implemented in the real embedded system. In this paper, considering the fast speed of the flooding, the proposed method can detect the flood area with the image-based method in real time based on the embedded system.

In the reference, the related papers are [1, 5] and [7]. Paper [1] proposed a method can detect the flash flood with the fast processing speed based on the stationary surveillance cameras, which can be used to the urban areas. The process of detection includes the background subtraction, morphological closing, and canny edge detection, in which the canny edge detection has great effects on distinguishing the flood area with the others based on the edge density. Paper [5] can monitor and identify the flood automatically with the proposed method based on real-time video images. The images are captured from the digital camera. The proposed method includes mean-shift and region growing, which can be used in bad weather condition such as rainy. The region growing method can partition the pixels into meaningful parts based on the seed...
points and grow rules. Paper [7] aimed to monitor the flood with a specific area automatically. The images are captured from the CCTV and infrared camera. The proposed minimal spanning tree method belongs to the graph-based segmentation method, which can be used to detect the flood area with scale and with no scale.

Through the study of the related papers, the Canny edge detection, region growing method, and graph-based method are suitable for the flood monitoring, which belong to the image-based methods. The edge detection methods usually find the places of the edges through the abrupt changes of the pixel intensity [10, 11], which has the potential to find the boundaries of the water area. While the region growing method can group the pixels into different parts according to the similarity of them, which is based on the seed point and grow rules. The graph-based segmentation is a popular trend in the image segmentation area for recent years, which can partition one graph into many sub-graphs that each graph represents the interested meaningful object [7]. In order to find the most suitable method for flood monitoring, the three image-based methods will be compared on the MATLAB. According to the comparison standard, the method which has the best performance will be selected and improved. The improved method is our proposed method, which has been implemented on the real hardware for testing. In this paper, the proposed method can achieve the goal of detecting flood based on the embedded system with the limit memory in the real outdoor environment.

The remainder of this paper is as follows. The image-based techniques have been introduced in the second part, which included three sub-sections about the region growing, canny edge detection and graph-based methods. In the third part, the experiment of the three methods will be made on MATLAB based on the comparison standard with the accuracy and processing time. The method that has the best performance from the third part will be improved and implemented on the real embedded system in the outdoor environment in the fourth part. Last but not least, the discussion which presented in the last part was summarized.

2. STUDY OF IMAGE PROCESSING TECHNIQUES

From the study of related work, the three image-based methods are interesting and meaningful, which are suitable for flood monitoring based on the feasibility and timeliness. The flood monitoring will be implemented on the embedded system in the real outdoor environment. In this study, the vital parameter of each method is also noticed for achieving better monitoring.

2.1. Region Growing

The region growing algorithm operates through grouping the pixels into the different regions, which is based on the predefined grow criterion [12-14]. The seed point is set initially at the place of the interesting object by ourselves. After placing the seed point, the growth will start from the seed point to its neighborhood for gathering the homogeneous regions. When applying the region growing with flood monitoring, the process is shown as follows.

In Figure 1, the RGB image will be changed to the grayscale image in the beginning through sum the weight of the three color components. The formula is in (1). The seed point will be placed in the flood area in the image for getting the pixel intensity. According to the grow criterion, if the distance between the seed point and its neighborhood is lower than the maximum intensity distance (Mid), the neighborhood pixel will be group into the same region with the seed point. If not, the neighborhood pixel will not be contained. The Mid is the variable of the region growing method, which defines the pixel similarity. The changes in the variable will affect the result of the region growing method. In the end, the flood area will be the segmented region with the seed point. The growing process is iterative that all the pixels in the image will be calculated.

\[ Y = 0.2989R + 0.5870G + 0.1140B \] (1)

![Figure 1. Process steps of the region growing method](image-url)
2.2. Canny Edge Detection

The edge detection is a commonly used method for image segmentation, which operates through finding the sudden changes between the pixel intensity. Among the different edge detection methods [10-16], canny edge detection has advantages in the aspects of low error rate, well positioning and single edge response, which can be used to find the edge of the ware area in this research. The process of canny detection method is shown in Figure 2.

From Figure 2, the input image will be transformed into the grayscale image. The gradient is used for removing the noise and smoothing the image. The gradient represents the differences between the pixel intensity and the edge can be found by searching the maximal gradient of the image. The direction and magnitude of the pixel can be got by calculating the finite-difference of the first-order partial derivatives. Then the non-maxima suppression will be applied on the gradient amplitude for finding the correct location of edges. The variable in the Canny edge detection method is the threshold, which will affect the final result. In order to remain the meaningful edges, the double thresholds are used. There is a threshold with higher value and another is with lower value, but both of them are in the range from 0 to 1. According to Canny’s suggestion, the ratio between the two thresholds is about 3:1 and 2:1. Therefore, the default ratio is 0.4 in this paper. When the intensity of the edge is higher than the high threshold, the edge will be kept. If not, the edge will be discarded when its intensity is smaller than the low threshold. If the edge value is between the double threshold, the edge will only remain when it connected to a remained high-intensity edge.

![Figure 2. Process steps of the canny edge detection method](image)

2.3. Normalized Cuts

The normalized cuts method is developed from the minimum cut, which belongs to the graph-based method in the field of image processing [17-19]. Usually, the graph is represented as \( G = (V, E) \), where \( V \) refers to the set of vertices while \( E \) is defined as the set of edges that connects the vertices. In the graph, each pixel is regarded as a vertex. The image segmentation operates by suitable cutting edges in the graph for dividing the data into disjoint subregions. The image segmentation is associated with the cut criterion in formula (2), which will minimize the graph cut \( \text{cut}(X, Y) \). But the minimal cut tends to produce the small and isolated components. In order to solve this problem, the normalized cuts will operate by fixing the bias of min cut through normalizing the size of segments. The formula of normalized cuts is in (3), where \( \text{vol}(X) \) represents all the connections of the vertices in the set \( X \), \( \text{vol}(Y) \) has the same meaning with the set \( Y \). When the normalized cuts method operates, the generalized eigenvalues can be used as the approximate solutions. The process is demonstrated in Figure 3. In the beginning, the image will be regarded as the weighted graph \( G \). Then define \( w \) as the adjacency matrix of the graph and let \( D \) be the diagonal matrix with diagonal entries in formula (4). The cost of normalized cuts can be written in (5). \( y_i \) is the indicator vector, where \( y_i = 1 \) if the node \( i \) is in set \( X \) and otherwise, \( y_i = -1 \).

\[
\text{cut}(X, Y) = \sum_{(i,j) \in E} w(i,j)
\]

\[
N\text{cut}(X, Y) = \frac{\text{cut}(X,Y)}{\text{vol}(X)} + \frac{\text{cut}(X,Y)}{\text{vol}(Y)}
\]

\[
D(i,i) = \sum_{j} w(i,j)
\]

\[
N\text{cut} = \frac{y_i^T (2w - \text{vol}) y_i}{y_i^T \frac{\partial}{\partial y_i} y_i}
\]
3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULT

Real-time monitoring system using image-based processing operates with many methods for example background subtraction, edge detection, image segmentation, etc. The systems using the hardware platform for multimedia processing require the high performance for the processor and the proper resolution for the camera. We investigated on the computer with processor, Intel(R) Core(TM) i5-8250U CPU @ 1.60GHz, RAM 8GB. Whereas the image resolution is 600x1024 pixels for all images in the experiment. The captured images have been studied from the same area but the different views of the real outside environment. In order to study the suitable image-based techniques, we consider the comparison for entire methods in MATLAB.

3.1. Performance Metrics

The study on the image processing methods has been implemented using a computer with a software tool. The important things to evaluate the efficiency of the image-based processing applications are both the accuracy and the processing time. We believed these two keys would be affected the real system in order to make it easier for implementation on the real hardware such as the embedded system. They have been considered for the real outdoors environment for the future of work.

Our experimental results have been made a comparison with the ground truth image in order to evaluate the accuracy of the predicted water area for each method. Based on the confusion matrix as shown in Figure 4 has been used for the accuracy’s calculation [20, 21]. Whereas the ground truth image can be gained from the expert by observed the original image. A standard method to evaluate the accuracy is the confusion matrix which consists of the matrix of rows represented the number of the actual data which has both positive and negative and the matrix of columns represented the number of the predicted data which also have two categories as same the horizontal matrix.

\[
\begin{array}{cc}
\text{Predicted:} & \text{Predicted:} \\
\text{Positive} & \text{Negative} \\
\text{Actual:} & \text{TP} & \text{FP} \\
\text{Positive} & \text{FN} & \text{TN} \\
\end{array}
\]

Figure 4. A matrix for calculating the accuracy

In these experiments, we identify the confusion matrix into four types. The result has been predicted correctly for the water area represented in the first matrix which is true positive while the prediction of that area shows positive but the real data is the other object represented the false positive. The others mention that the actual information is negative. FN indicates the prediction is wrong because this data is actually the water area. Finally, the prediction is correct because this area is not the interesting object represented the true negative. The calculation of the accuracy has been obtained using (6).

\[
\text{Accuracy} = \frac{\text{TP+TN}}{\text{TP+FP+FN+TN}} \times 100\%
\]  

(6)
Another factor is also an important thing that we have considered in performance evaluation for image processing in the real-time flooding monitoring system. The processing time has been calculated with the common function ‘tic-toc’ in a standard tool. The ‘tic’ function starts the timer to measure the operation time for a program. The internal time has been counted when the command was executed. Then, the ‘toc’ function stops the record and shows the final time in a unit of second.

From now on, we demonstrated the methodology for study the experiment in each image processing techniques such as region growing, canny edge detection and the normalized cut respectively. The first method has shown in Figure 5 after capturing the input image then the seed point has been selected and the Mid has been set up. The output image after performing the region growing is represented in Figure 5(c). As seen in Figure 5(d), we converted this result to black and white color using the thresholding. After that, the accuracy has been calculated by comparing the ground truth image in Figure 5(e).

![Figure 5. An example of the experimental process for performance evaluation of the region growing technique when Mid is 0.1.](image)

The experimental result as shown in Figure 6(b) has been represented the image-based processing of the canny edge detection while the normalized cut method has presented the output image as demonstrated in Figure 7(b). For the canny edge detection, the threshold is an important parameter to study in the next subsection. After processing of the closing morphology, the output image has been obtained in Figure 6(c), then the comparison with the same ground truth image in Figure 5(e) has been evaluated the accuracy of this image.

![Figure 6. An example of the analytic process for performance evaluation of the canny edge detection when threshold is 0.2.](image)

For the normalized cut, the binary image of this method has been separated into 3 parts as shown in Figure 7(c). Therefore, the suitable part in the square box has been selected for further comparison. The segment number for this method can be set up without limitation.

### 3.2. Performance Evaluation

In our experiment, we have been studied for the three categories of environment especially only the daytime, not at night, for example the rainy image, sunny and heavy rain respectively. We believe these captured images will cover every condition in the real situation. The Rainy Image represents the noise of the...
image while the Sunny Image shows the problem about the shadow from the mountain. Whereas the Heavy Rain Image presents the blurred image because of heavy rainfall with some fog.

We begin with the experimental result of the region growing method. This technique is based on the similarity of the intensity of the pixels for making the segmentation in term of the graph. The Mid is the key variable to study in the region growing. When the maximum distance of intensity has been changed, the result of the predicted water area has also fluctuated. However, we found that the accuracy is significantly stable when the Mid has been set up until some value such as 0.5 for all test. Whereas the processing time is very high for the whole experiment especially the case of the Sunny Image.

The report of the accuracy and the processing for the canny edge detection has been demonstrated in Figure 9. The important variable to study for this technique is the threshold value. It can determine the remained edge in the image. The computational complexity describes the amount of time when the algorithm runs. It can be estimated by calculating the basic operations of the algorithm. For canny edge detection, the operating steps are all implemented based on the convolutions of the image with a fixed size kernel. Therefore, the whole time for the complexity of this method is $O(m \times n \log (m \times n))$. From the results, the processing time is very fast when compared with the case of region growing.

![Figure 8. Accuracy [and processing time] under the region growing technique with the difference maximum intensity distance for three images](image)

![Figure 9. Accuracy [and processing time] of the canny edge detection with varied threshold for diverse environmental images](image)

![Figure 10. Accuracy [and processing time] of the normalized cut with different segment number for various environmental images](image)

The experimental result of the normalized cut method is represented in Figure 10. The significant variable is the segment number has been studied the variation. This variable presents the desired number of the segment part of the image. The accuracy has oscillated for all test. We found that the accuracy changes dramatically when the segment number is the low value from the outcome. Nevertheless, the accuracy seems constant for the higher value of the segment number.

Our system desires to achieve high accuracy and low processing time in order to be able to implement in the real hardware such as the embedded system. The comparison of two metrics which are
accuracy and processing time have been studied in the deviation techniques and the adaptability environment images as shown in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Accuracy (%) [Processing Time (s)]</th>
<th>Rainy Image</th>
<th>Sunny Image</th>
<th>HeavyRain Image</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Region growing</td>
<td>91.17 [12.52]</td>
<td>62.34 [51.56]</td>
<td>76.05 [29.56]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canny edge detection</td>
<td>97.40 [2.15]</td>
<td>96.05 [2.12]</td>
<td>98.77 [1.95]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Normalized Cut</td>
<td>96.43 [3.35]</td>
<td>84.08 [2.85]</td>
<td>66.97 [4.72]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As demonstrated the summary of the experimental result in Table 1, the canny edge detection can gain the high accuracy and the low operating time when comparing to the other techniques. Nevertheless, the threshold parameter for this method are all different value such as 0.2, 0.3 and 0.2 for the Rainy Image, Sunny Image and HeavyRain Image respectively. Furthermore, the results appear obviously the processing time of the Canny edge detection is the best one for all schemes. It’s explicitly shown that the precision of Canny edge detection and region growing keeps steady when the threshold and the maximum intensity distance have been changed more than limited value. Whereas the correctness of normalized cut are unstable with the change of the segment number parameter. In addition, the accuracy of Canny method is more than 95% and also higher than others. Besides, the processing time of Canny manner is the fastest time and not exceed more than 2.2 seconds for all the times.

Considering the repeatability of the canny method, we still test our all methods with the other six images. In the six images, R1 to R4 have been obtained from the same place but with different locations and L1 to L2 have been captured from another lake. The six original images are shown as in Figure 11.

After the experiments have been repeated for all the other images, we have acquired the results as illustrated in Table 2 that canny edge detection is the best one comparing to the other method for the majority of images. In order to detection the flood level in the real environment, we will test this method on real hardware. For the case study, we use the embedded system, Raspberry Pi. It has been explained in the next section. Nevertheless, canny method has still been the best technique for the real-time flood monitoring system in term of the stability of the processing time. The experimental result has been measured for the reliability of the best selection.

![Figure 11. The different images for testing the repeatability of canny edge detection method](image)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Accuracy (%) [Processing Time (s)]</th>
<th>Region growing</th>
<th>Canny edge detection</th>
<th>Normalized Cut</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Picture R1</td>
<td>76.11 [9.96]</td>
<td>56.05 [3.84]</td>
<td>72.64 [4.80]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Picture R2</td>
<td>72.90 [1.65]</td>
<td>90.64 [2.31]</td>
<td>76.56 [4.42]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Picture R3</td>
<td>88.65 [23.36]</td>
<td>96.72 [2.19]</td>
<td>71.27 [4.01]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Picture R4</td>
<td>80.86 [47.09]</td>
<td>94.92 [2.31]</td>
<td>90.30 [3.97]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Picture L1</td>
<td>62.49 [45.97]</td>
<td>76.15 [2.21]</td>
<td>70.22 [4.56]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Picture L2</td>
<td>64.08 [1.65]</td>
<td>64.08 [2.33]</td>
<td>73.95 [3.69]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4. IMPLEMENTATION

In our experiment, the input images still are the same with the source image in previous test, which is captured by the pi camera with the 600x1024 pixels resolution. The process of detecting the flood area will be completed in the Raspberry Pi, whose type is third-generation Raspberry Pi with model B and the processor is Quad Core 1.2GHz Broadcom BCM2837 64bit CPU, RAM 1GB.

However, some functions in python on Raspberry Pi are different with the experiment in MATLAB on the computer which has been changed and improved the process step from Figure 2 to detect the flood area in the real world implementation, which is shown as in Figure 12.

In Figure 12, comparing with the previous process in the experiment, we added the step of sharpening and Otsu’s thresholding before canny edge detection, then added morphology dilation before closing. In the step of detecting the flood area, we change the selection of largest part as the water area to the detection based on seed points. In this process, sharpening is used to show more details of the image, which increase the contrast of edges. Otsu’s thresholding is a method can detect the threshold of each image automatically [22, 23]. It is assumed that there are two classes in the image: foreground and background [24, 25]. Foreground represents the area of the flood, while the background stands for the other objects like mountain, plants, and riverbank. We can maximize the variance between the two classes or minimum the variance in the class to find the suitable threshold for segmenting the image [26-30]. Then the canny edge detection will detect the edges in the image. Previously, we just implement the morphology closing for filling the holes between the edges to separate the image into several blocks. Here we improved the method as adding the morphology dilation before morphology closing to make the edge of the image thicker for establishing the line completely. Later, the closing has filled the gaps between the edges. In the step of detecting the flood area, we detect the flood area based on the seed points. The positions of the seed points have been chosen based on the central of foreground and background in the ground truth image [29]. The area who contains the foreground seed points will present white color while the area with the background seed points will present black color. In the output image, the places show white is the detected flood area.

Figure 13 is an example of the improved process with the rainy image as the input one. The image from (a) to (i) corresponded to each step in Figure 12. Figure 13 (a) is the input image and (b) is the grayscale image of (a). Figure 13 (c) shows the result of sharpening, while (d) is the result after Otsu’s thresholding, where the white place is the foreground and the black area belongs to the background. Figure 13 (e) illustrates the result after canny edge detection, which can detect the edge with the automatic threshold which
has been obtained from Otsu’s thresholding. Figure 13 (f) makes the edges thicker through the morphology dilation, which will also connect the separate short edges into lines. Figure 13 (g) demonstrates the blocks after the morphology closing. Figure 13 (h) is the result of the detected water area based on the seed points which have been selected the position from the ground truth image in Figure 13 (i). The seed points in Figure 13 (i) are the center of the foreground (water area) and background (not water area).

We implemented the best image-based technique in the real hardware which is the embedded system using python. The experiment has been made to measure the metrics which are the accuracy and processing time in the real world implementation. Therefore, we can compare the results with the test using MATLAB in the previous section in term of these two metrics for the different images as shown in Table 3.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Image</th>
<th>MATLAB Accuracy (%)</th>
<th>[Processing Time (s)]</th>
<th>python Accuracy (%)</th>
<th>[Processing Time (s)]</th>
<th>Output Image</th>
<th>Ground Truth Image</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rainy</td>
<td>97.40% [2.15]</td>
<td>92.60% [1.30]</td>
<td>Sunny</td>
<td>96.05% [2.12]</td>
<td>79.25% [2.50]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heavy Rain</td>
<td>98.77% [1.95]</td>
<td>94.34% [1.87]</td>
<td>R2</td>
<td>90.64% [2.31]</td>
<td>78.86% [1.52]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R4</td>
<td>94.92% [2.31]</td>
<td>77.17% [2.75]</td>
<td>L1</td>
<td>76.15% [2.21]</td>
<td>81.30% [2.90]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

From the result, we can find that the processing time of MATLAB demonstration and Raspberry Pi implementation are similar. As all the processing time in implementation on python are not more than 3 seconds, which is much faster than the speed of flooding, we can consider that the process of monitoring is in real-time. For accuracy, the changes in programming language and process step make the difference results between MATLAB and python. The biggest difference of accuracy is 17.75% from image R4, while the minimum difference is 4.43% from image heavy rainy. However, the trend of the accuracy of MATLAB and python are the same. In this paper, the improved flood monitoring system can be implemented on the real embedded system. This system doesn’t like the other papers that only make simulation on the computer, which will ensure the feasibility of the flood monitoring work.

5. CONCLUSION

From three image processing techniques have been studied and compared in terms of the accuracy and processing time with different parameters settings. For the implementation of the best method on the actual application in the different environment of the monitoring system, the canny edge detection has both high precision and low operating time. Furthermore, diverse images with different places have also been tested, which proves that the canny edge detection is the optimum solution comparing to the other methods. On the real hardware, this method has been improved procedure for the image-based processing is able to detect the flood area automatically. These two metrics have been demonstrated for both experiment and
implement. It stated that the results have been shown the same trend. Therefore this enhanced method can be used in outdoor environment for the real-time flood monitoring.
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